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Fig. M-13 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-Oct-100/90/80%DMF-0/10/20% W at 20 °C

Fig. M-14 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-Oct-100/90/80%DMF-0/10/20% W at 30 °C

Fig. M-15 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-Oct-100/90/80%DMF-0/10/20% W at 40 °C

Fig. M-16 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 20 °C

Fig. M-17 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 30 °C

Fig. M-18 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 40 °C

Fig. M-19 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system T-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 20 °C

Fig. M-20 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system T-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 30 °C

Fig. M-21 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system T-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 40 °C

Fig. M-22 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system X-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 20 °C

Fig. M-23 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system X-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 30 °C

Fig. M-24 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system X-H-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 40 °C

Fig. M-25 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-HEP-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 20 °C

Fig. M-26 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-HEP-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 30 °C

Fig. M-27 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-HEP-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 40 °C

Fig. M-28 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-Oct-100/90/80%DMSO-0/10/20% W at 20 °C
Fig. M-29 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-Oct-100/90/80% Dmso-0/10/20% W at 30 °C

Fig. M-30 Mutual Solubility data of antisolvent effect as parameters for system B-Oct-100/90/80% Dmso-0/10/20% W at 40 °C

Diagram for Tie line data [T]:

Fig. T-1 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Beneze(B) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 20°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-2 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene(B) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 30°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-3 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene(B) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 40°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-4 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Toluene (T) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 20°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-5 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Toluene (T) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 30°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-6 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Toluene (T) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 40°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-7 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Xylene(X) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 20°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-8 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Xylene(X) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 30°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-9 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Xylene(X) - Hexane (H) - Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 40°C
with antisolvent concentration as a parameter
Fig. T-10 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Hept(H')-Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 20°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-11 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Hept(H')-Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 30°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-12 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Hept(H')-Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 40°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-13 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Oct(O)-Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 20°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-14 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Oct(O)-Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 30°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-15 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Oct(O)-Dmf(D) + Water(W) at 40°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-16 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Hexane (H)-Dmso(D') + Water(W) at 20°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-17 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Hexane (H)-Dmso(D') + Water(W) at 30°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-18 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Benzene(B)-Hexane (H)-Dmso(D') + Water(W) at 40°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-19 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
   Toluene (T) Hexane (H)-Dmso(D') + Water(W) at 20°C
   with antisolvent concentration as a parameter
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Fig. T-20 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Toluene (T) Hexane (H) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 30°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-21 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Toluene (T) Hexane (H) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 40°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-22 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Xylene (X) - Hexane (H) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 20°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-23 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Xylene (X) - Hexane (H) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 30°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-24 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Xylene (X) - Hexane (H) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 40°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-25 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene (B) - Hept (H') - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 20°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-26 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene (B) - Hept (H') - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 30°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-27 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene (B) - Hept (H') - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 40°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-28 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene (B) - Oct (O) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 20°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-29 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene (B) - Oct (O) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 30°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter

Fig. T-30 Tie line data for the Quaternary System
Benzene (B) - Oct (O) - Dmso (D') + Water (W) at 40°C with antisolvent concentration as a parameter
Distribution Diagrams and Selectivity Diagrams [D and S]

Fig. D-1 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmf+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-1 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmf-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-2 Distribution Diagrams for system: T-H-Dmf+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-2 Selectivity Diagrams for system: T-H-Dmf-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-3 Distribution Diagrams for system: X-H-Dmf+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-3 Selectivity Diagrams for system: X-H-Dmf-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-4 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-Hep-Dmf+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-4 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-Hep-Dmf-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-5 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-Oct-Dmf+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-5 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-Oct-Dmf-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-6 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmso+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-6 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmso-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-7 Distribution Diagrams for system: T-H-Dmso+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-7 Selectivity Diagrams for system: T-H-Dmso-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-8 Distribution Diagrams for system: X-H-Dmso+W at different temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-8 Selectivity Diagrams for system: X-H-Dmso-W at different temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.
Fig. D-9  Distribution Diagrams for system: B-Hep-Dmsow+W at different
temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-9  Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-Hep-Dmsow-W at different
temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-10 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-Oct-Dmsow+W at different
temperatures with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter

Fig. S-10 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-Oct-Dmsow-W at different
temperature with anti solvent concentrations as a parameter.

Fig. D-11 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmf+W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter

Fig. S-11 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmf-W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter.

Fig. D-12 Distribution Diagrams for system: T-H-Dmf+W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter

Fig. S-12 Selectivity Diagrams for system: T-H-Dmf-W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter.

Fig. D-13 Distribution Diagrams for system: X-H-Dmf+W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter

Fig. S-13 Selectivity Diagrams for system: X-H-Dmf-W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter.

Fig. D-14 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-Hep-Dmf+W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter

Fig. S-14 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-Hep-Dmf-W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter.

Fig. D-15 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-Oct-Dmf+W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter

Fig. S-15 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-Oct-Dmf-W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter.

Fig. D-16 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmsow+W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter

Fig. S-16 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Dmsow-W at different
anti solvent concentrations with temperatures as a parameter.
Fig. D-25 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-T-X-90%Dmso+10%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aromatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-25 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-T-X-90%Dmso+10%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aromatic as a parameter.

Fig. D-26 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-T-X-80%Dmso+20%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aromatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-26 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-T-X-80%Dmso+20%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aromatic as a parameter.

Fig. D-27 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-Dmf+0%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-27 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-Dmf+0%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. D-28 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-90%Dmf+10%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-28 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-90%Dmf+10%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. D-29 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-80%Dmf+20%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-29 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-80%Dmf+20%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. D-30 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-Dmso+0%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-30 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-Dmso+0%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. D-31 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-90%Dmso+10%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-31 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-90%Dmso+10%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. D-32 Distribution Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-80%Dmso+20%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.

Fig. S-32 Selectivity Diagrams for system: B-H-Hep-Oct-80%Dmso+20%W at different temperatures with molecular weight of Aliphatic as a parameter.
Plots for Four Correlations under consideration

Fig. -I Different Correlation for the system B-H-Dmf + W at 30°C
Fig. –II Different Correlation for the system B-H-Dmso + W at 30°C

Hand's plots for Different Systems[H]

Fig.H -1 Hand's Plot for System : B-H-Dmf-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H -2 Hand's plot for System : T-H-Dmf-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H - 3 Hand's plot for System : X-H-Dmf-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H - 4 Hand's plot for System : B-Hept- Dmf-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H - 5 Hand's plot for System : B-Oct-Dmf-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H - 6 Hand's plot for System : B-H-Dmso-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H - 7 Hand's plot for System : T-H-Dmso-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H - 8 Hand's plot for System : X-H-Dmso-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H - 9 Hand's plot for System : B-Hept-Dmso-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter

Fig.H -10 Hand's plot for System : B-Oct-Dmso-Water
with temperature and anti solvent concentration as parameter
Generalized Correlation Plots

Fig.GC-1 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.5}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-2 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.75}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-3 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-4 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.5}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-5 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.75}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-6 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-7 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.5}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-8 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.75}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-9 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-10 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.75}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-11 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-12 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3.25}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-13 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.75}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-14 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-15 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3.25}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-16 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{2.75}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-17 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W

Fig.GC-18 Plots of $\log k$ Vs, $\log T' \log [(S+W)/S]$^{3.25}.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmf-W
Fig. GC-19 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.5.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Hep-DMf-W

Fig. GC-20 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.75.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Hep-DMf-W

Fig. GC-21 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^-1.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Hep-DMf-W

Fig. GC-22 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.75.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Hep-DMf-W

Fig. GC-23 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^-1.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Hep-DMf-W

Fig. GC-24 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^-1.25.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Hep-DMf-W

Fig. GC-25 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.25.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Oct-DMf-W

Fig. GC-26 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.5.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Oct-DMf-W

Fig. GC-27 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.75.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Oct-DMf-W

Fig. GC-28 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.5.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Oct-DMf-W

Fig. GC-29 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.75.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Oct-DMf-W

Fig. GC-30 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^1.
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-Oct-DMf-W

Fig. GC-31: Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^2.5
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmso-W

Fig. GC-32 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^2.75
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmso-W

Fig. GC-33 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^3
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmso-W

Fig. GC-34 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^2.5
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmso-W

Fig. GC-35 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^2.75
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmso-W

Fig. GC-36 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^3
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: T-H-Dmso-W

Fig. GC-37 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.333
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmso-W

Fig. GC-38 Plots of log k Vs, log T' + log[(S+W)/S]^0.5
for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmso-W
Fig.GC-39 Plots of log k Vs, log T+log[(S+W)/S]^{0.75} for the development of Generalized correlation for system: X-H-Dmso-W

Fig.GC-40 Plots of log k Vs, log T+log[(S+W)/S]-2.75 for the development of Generalized correlation for system: B-H-Dmso-W
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